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Abstract

This paper presents a novel approach for orienting an
object on conveyer belt utilizing an Active Fence. The
Active fence was implemented with low cost sensory sys-
tem used for tracking the contact/collision force gen-
erated from interaction between the Active Fence and
the object. A generalized mechanical model of the colli-
sion/contact event is developed and basic relations be-
tween impact signature and object properties are estab-
lished. Also, the conditions in which manipulated ob-
ject displays slip-stick (relaxation) motion during the
process of the manipulation are investigated.

1. Introduction

In automated packing or assembly often it is necessary

to bring randomly oriented objects to a speci�c posi-

tion/orientation due to the needs in assembly process.

There are two general class of applications for object

orientation: sensor-less and sensor-based. Both classes

are based on manipulation strategy constituted from se-

quence of deterministic manipulation procedures. The

objective of each of these procedures is to lower the

randomness in the orientation of the object, eventually

living the object in desired con�guration. The sensor-

less object orientation was explored by Erdeman [1]

where they gave a general motion strategies for sensor-

less manipulation. Sensor-less manipulation leads to

implementing an manipulation strategy constituted by

far more object states than appropriate sensor-based

manipulation. The former strategy is constrained by

passive nature of manipulating agent so that it has to

assume the worst orientation case for each incoming

randomly oriented object .

Object alignment on conveyor belt by passive fences [2]

is one of possible applications based on sensor-less ob-

ject orientation. An object lying on the belt is forced

through series of interactions with di�erent oriented

fences. For example, when the vertex (edge) of the

object collides with a fence it will start rotating un-
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Figure 1: Conveyer Belt with Active Fences

til it achieve an aligned (stable) con�guration with the

fence. Due to conveyor movement object will continue

to slide along the fence until it leaves the fence [3].

Sensor-based manipulators interact with the environ-

ment through a set of sensory systems. The addi-

tional data acquired through sensory system is used

to determine the current condition of the manipulated

object. Compared to sensor-less manipulators, sensor-

based manipulators are able to select the optimal ma-

nipulation strategy for object orientation, which result

in higher throughput of the system.

In this paper it is proposed that determination of the

contact point between Active Fence and identi�cation

of object could be accomplished through observing the

changes in oscillatory frequency in Fence-Object sys-

tem[4].

One possible system for object orientation is the im-

plementation of two Active Fences is shown in �gure 1.

The implementation of the Active Fences with sensory

system gives the system an ability to make distinction

among di�erent classes of objects. Furthermore, hav-

ing this information system can select the appropri-

ate set of manipulating rules according to the incom-

ing type of object and its desired orientation. Abil-

ity to process several di�erent classes of objects yield

much higher throughput than systems based on passive

fences. Also, exibility in selecting several di�erent sets

of manipulating rules combined with simplicity of their
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implementation can make the proposed system to be

an important component of the Flexible Manufactur-

ing System (FMS).

An investigation of contact/collision event is presented

in the next section. Due to nonlinear nature of the envi-

ronment the event is divided in three sequential phases.

For each phase a simple model of contact is proposed.

The motion of the manipulated object is investigated

and are given general boundaries of factors governing

the object movement on conveyer belt. In section 3,

experimental results are presented which con�rms the

proposed hypothesis of this paper. Section 4 presents

conclusion and directions of future work.

2. Modeling

Object movement on the conveyer belt is heavily gov-

erned by the friction forces generated between object

and belt. Furthermore, it is assumed that the contact

between the Fence and manipulated object usually is

periodic during the collision event.

Determination of the contact point between the object

and Fence can be accomplished through observing the

oscillatory movement of the fence-object system dur-

ing the collision/contact event. It is also assumed that

during the collision/contact event, the Active Fence will

react as a exible cantaliver beam. In a short time of

the contact/collision event, the object and the Active

Fence system will act as a fence (beam) with substan-

tial changes in its mass. Due to change in total mass

m = mF + mo where mF is equivalent mass of the

Fence and mo is mass of the object, the natural fre-

quency of the fence !o =
p
k=m will change, where k

is the equivalent spring coe�cient of exible cantaliver

beam.

The exibility of the exible cantaliver beam can be

de�ned as a spring coe�cient k(l) as a function depen-

dent on position of the contact point between Fence

and object. In general, the deection of the beam due

to external force fimpact is given:

�x = �
l3

3E I
fimpact (1)

Where fimpact is the external force acting at the con-

tact point on a distance l from supported side of the

beam,E is Young's modulus and I is the corresponding

moment of the inertia. According to this equation, the

equivalent spring coe�cient k(l) can be expressed as:

k(l) =
3E I

l3
(2)

as a function of the contact distance l. The equivalent
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Figure 2: Second Phase Model

mass load for small deections is:

mF (l) =
mfenceL

2

4 l
(3)

where the mfence is mass of the Active Fence, L is its

length and l is the distance of the impact point from

the supported end of the fence. The damper coe�cient

b is dependent of the friction between object and the

conveyer and its de�nition is given latter in the paper.

Here we are proposing a model of the contact/collision

event constituted of three consecutive phases: 1) col-

lision phase, 2) damped oscillation phase, and 3) bal-

anced phase.

The collision phase determines the actual collision of

the incoming object into the Active Fence. The sensory

system will produce an collision signature output with

peak value that can be expressed as:

Vpeak = f(mo ; l) (4)

where the value of Vpeak is given in volts,mo is the mass

of the incoming object and l is actual location of the

contact point. However, the proposed transformation is

not one to one transformation, and parameters can be

de�ned by using the additional information extracted

in next phasess.

Second phase is the damped oscillatory movement. In

this phase we can assume that contact between Active

Fence and incoming object is continuous. Figure 2 rep-

resent a model of the second phase. The mass load mo

is actual mass of the incoming object, the mF is equiv-

alent mass load of the Active Fence mass mfence, the

k1 is the spring coe�cient representing the sti�ness of

the incoming object, k2 is equivalent spring coe�cient

k(l) of the Active Fence. Damper b is representing the

damping force fd generated from the friction between

the conveyer and object.

The total displacement from equilibrium point is �x =

�x1 +�x2. Constrained in quasi-static movement we

can assume that system of two loads mo and mF will

exhibit synchronous movement with negligible phase

shift. Therefore relation
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k1�x1 = k2�x2 (5)

will hold. Further we can assume that Object-Fence

system is exhibiting periodic or nearly periodic oscilla-

tory movement. The damping ratio of that movement

is de�ned by friction between object and conveyer while

exhibiting a slip-stick motion. In this motion part will

generate friction force only in slip period of oscillation

i.e. following the Figure 2, for � _x < 0 while in stick

period it will be sticked onto the conveyer (for � _x > 0).

The half period when the friction force fd is active is

represented by the damper b acting on object with mass

mo with force fd:

fd = ��d g mo

(1 + sign(� _x))

2
where

fd = �d gmo for �_x > 0

fd = 0 for �_x < 0

Because system oscillatory movement is periodic we can

further simplify previous equation with a force active

full period of oscillation fd
0 = fd

2
acting in opposite

direction of the object movement:

f 0

d = �
�d gmo

2
sign(� _x) (6)

The dynamics equations for the model can be written

as:

mo��x = �k1�x1 � f 0

d

mF ��x2 = k1�x1 � k2�x2 (7)

Form (5),(6) and (7) the dynamics equation of the os-

cillatory system expressed through term �x2 is:

(mF

k1

k1 + k2
+mo)��x2 +

+
�d gmo

2
sign(� _x2) +

+
k1 k2

k1 + k2
�x2 = 0 (8)

where the oscillatory frequency is:

!o =

vuut k1 k2
k1+k2

mF
k1

k1+k2
+mo

(9)

while the middle term
�d gmo

2

mF
k1

k1+k2
+mo

is de�ning the

damping in the Object-Fence system.

Generally, three di�erent con�gurations of interrelation

between the spring coe�cients k1 and k2 can exist. In

the case of k1 � k2 which will hold for sti� object, the

equation (9) transforms in:

(mF+mo)��x2+
�d gmo

2
sign(� _x2)+k2�x2 = 0 (10)
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Figure 3: Frequency - Coe�cient Curve
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Figure 4: Dynamics of the Moving Object

yielding the spring-damper system on �gure (2). When

the k1 � k2 i.e. case of very rigid Fence, the equation

(9) transforms into:

(mo)��x2 +
�d gmo

2
sign(� _x2) + k1�x2 = 0 (11)

since the ratio of mF
k1

k1+k2
tends to zero and k1 k2

k1+k2
tends to k1. In the case where the values of the both

spring coe�cient are close, the !o oscillatory frequency

is de�ned in the equation (9). However, the transi-

tion from one to other spring coe�cient con�guration

is not linear and it is presented on the Figure (3). Both

asymptotes are de�ned by two extremum relationships

while transition curve is de�ned by (9). Figure (3) rep-

resents transition frequency curve for particular con�g-

uration of : k1
k2

= 100 to k1
k2

= :001 with mo = 270g.

The last stage of contact model is the balanced phase.

Object movement in this phase is de�ned by various

factors and object can exhibit linear or slip-stick (re-

laxed) motion on the conveyor belt. De�ning the mo-

tion in the plane of the object and conveyer velocities

Vc and Vd we can express object motion behavior(�gure

4). The �rst variable is actual velocity of the conveyer

belt and second variable Vd [7] is a variable proportional

to maximum velocity attained by manipulated object
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when it slips along the slipping direction.

Vd = g

r
mo

keq
(12)

where mo is object mass and keq is equivalent spring

coe�cient keq = k1 k2
k1+k2

. Considering the object-fence

system in the third phase as a undamped oscillatory

system we can model its motion as a harmonics os-

cillatory system with position x(t), velocity _x(t) and

natural frequency !o =
q

keq
meq

:

x(t) = Xo cos(!o t)

_x(t) = Xo !o sin(!o t) (13)

_Xo max = Xo !o

The maximum displacement of the spring when object

is entering slip state (between the object and conveyer)

is given as:

Xo =
fslip

keq

fslip = �smo g (14)

where the �s is a static friction coe�cient of the object.

Figure (4) shows a general velocity space diagram of an

Object-Fence system in third phase. For belt velocities

smaller than particular Vd system will always exhibit

linear motion. The boundary between two spaces is a

narrow belt of mixed motion.

In case where Active Fence attains an angle which is not

perpendicular to the direction of the conveyer motion,

the conveyer velocity relative to slip direction will be:

Vc(�) = Vc sin((�) (15)

Furthermore, considering a case where active manipula-

tion of the object by Fence is implemented, the relative

conveyer velocity to the object is de�ned:

Vc rel = Vc sin((�) + Vfence (16)

Where Vfence is the contact point linear velocity l _� and

_� is actual angular velocity of the Active Fence.

3. Experimental Setup

The experimental setup is shown on �gure 5. An Ac-

tive Fence was implemented as a aluminum beam of

length 20 cm. The actual Active Fence was built with

a notch close to the supporting side in order to simu-

late the exible joint. The sensory system able to track

force generated due to impact event between object

and Fence was implemented through force transducers

based on two strain gages. Each of the strain gages was

A/D
card

PC

computer

Rg1 Rg2

Ig

Ig

Figure 5: Experimental Setup

glued on opposite side of the Fence close to the pivoting

point. Each strain gage was driven by constant current

supply circuit. Such con�guration by sensitivity and

linearity equals to full Wheatstone bridge. Di�eren-

tial voltage measured at the ends of strain gages was

passed to acquisition card through standard PC. Mea-

suring the di�erential voltage nulled the temperature

drifts of the gage resistance. Sampling rate was chosen

signi�cantly high 8.12kHz even the �nal system should

use rate less than 1000Hz. Power source for the sen-

sory system was battery. The achieved white noise in

the system was less then 5nV. The calibration of the

sensory system is software based in order to minimize

degradation of the sensitivity and decrease the white

noise in the system due to additional elements present

in hardware based calibrator.

The �rst object of the experiment was devoted to recog-

nition of the incoming objects using the measured data

from the strain gages. The Active fence was mounted

with a 90� angle to the moving direction of the conveyer

belt. Moving speed of the belt during the experiments

was kept constant at Vc = 11cm=s.

4. Experimental Analysis

Figure 6 (a and b) shows an typical collision/contact

signature of the event obtained through the force trans-

ducer during sample time length of 1.15 sec. The non-

linear relations among the belt, object and fence are

resulting in complex collision/contact signature. The

processed object is an aluminum cylinder with weight

of 280g (�g. 2.a). Figure 2.b shows contact/collision

between the Fence and exible object. Flexibility was

simulated with covering the impact side of the cylinder

with masking tape. In both signatures friction coe�-

cients were the same.

The �rst phase is shown in Figure (7). Figure 8.a part

shows collision of the sti� object while Figure 8.b shows

collision of the exible object. Generally, following the

model the peak values are very close to each other and
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Figure 6: Collision/Contact Signature of Objects with

Di�erent Sti�ness
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Figure 7: Collision Phase

both curves shows di�erence in length of the collision

time. The exible object produced longer impact time

and lower !o frequency of oscillations according the

model.

In second phase both objects exhibit damped oscilla-

tory movement with same damping ratio but di�erent

oscillatory frequency !o. According to the equation (9)

sti� object oscillatory frequency !o(stiff) is higher than

!o(flex).

The third phase (Figure (7)) shows that both objects

are entering slip-stick area of the motion plane. How-

ever, the sti� object is having higher spring coe�cient

so that it is closer to the linear motion area. Figure (8)

shows tree di�erent mass con�gurations of the third

phase and its relationship to the oscillatory frequency.
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Figure 8: Balanced Phase

5. Conclusion and Future Work

This paper introduces a novel application of orient-

ing the randomly oriented objects utilizing the Active

Fence. We proposed the general model of the col-

ision/contact event signature incorporating the basic

object properties. Also, the moving behavior of the

manipulated object is de�ned.

The executed experiments provided data that follows

the dynamics of the proposed model. In further work

we are going to address the issues of the choosing the

optimal manipulation strategy and develop the general

algorithm for object recognition from collision/contact

signature.
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